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I write you after open ana to Ptof. David Wrone, who when phoning me for swathing 

clse, mentionodtihie conversations with you (p1). I'd heard about your planned JFK ass-

assination special from a nunbur of others, including Jim Loner. I hope that you will 

come to understand that I write not to press a point of view on you (again pl) but in 

the interest of your collective responsibitity and journalistic integrity. 

First I doe re my own prejudices. I believe that the assassination of president 

is most subversive of possible crimes in a eociety such as ours. ley own work has not 
been the pursuit of any whodunit. I've made an in-depth study of the workings of the 
basic institutionu of our society in those tipes of great crisis and sinco.I believe 

and uy seven books spell out tkit all these institutions failed us then and since. Of 
eoorne TV is an essential element of the press and the press is one of the most basic 
of thisepailed inslitutUons. 

I believe also that FOIa made me surrojete for the people. I practise this, 

ragaialless of whether or not I agree with those who want access to the information I 
have. nest I do not agree with and they nonetholese have unrestricted access. Some 
i:;o out of ray way to holp, and thin can amount,absidOele amounts fe time for which I 
do not ask to be paid and almost never am. If you doubt this, )hone Henry Hurja, whose 

book you ought be familiar with if you have undertaken what I'm told you haves  His aisaas 

oilmen axe UO4/432-1206, 1400. lie is a rawila; editor of Readers Digest. P.nd many others. 

Unions they want to discuss it with me, I don't even know what people copy from my files. 
(11 a175, with impaired health and mobility.) Tony Summers, for example, can attest to 
this, an can his assistants. (1u919 Vaveasvood Dr., 1431saas, Va. 22111.) lie in here 
working; on a biography of J. Edgar ilotiver. 

So, what you say, what you pniconceive, is ontirqy your own affalr and it is not 
ktine. 

Jira Len-r, uy fttond and lawyer in many FOIA lawinits, told me that Richter told 

him he is interested in the scientific evidence. Jtin to1:1 Deb to speak to me acid Bob 

said he would not. lie asked Jim how he could get a °coy of my Post Ilortera and Jim told 
o 

him fron no. Bola mala:Ul said he wouldn t. I have no idea why Richter has this attitude 

:nd I don't really care. When I find just driv:Mag into toan to get a new ribbon too 

Pue:1 for pe now in this kfaal of weather I'm not looking for any extra work er any 
rL;waata at ail. 
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Uowever, as Jim alao knows, having been my counsel, I've spent an enormous 

amount of time and gotten a coasideeable amount of material relating to tha scientific 

evidence. r' if 	years at least in court with DJ and FBI and thousands and thousands 
of pages of court records, depositions, etc. This includes material never before seen 
add al; oat entirely unlaunat. 

Ulu; aspect of this relate. to Dr. Vincent Guinn. I understand Richter spoke to 
and I'm familiar with his ;MCA testimony. In fact, I planted a question a reporter 

-friend asked Guinn and I encapsutilte: Guinn found that none of the specimens he tested 
without any question about than match their official descriptions. Ho can't and the FBI 

can't and nobody in the world can validate the specimens he tested. There is what relates 
to this in these lawsuits. Theee is also, in fact, what can be interpreted as raising 
aubsTantial questions about them and any testing based on them. (The FBI saw to it 

tmt Guinn was frozen out of its HAA testing, which wan deniamedly incomplete, but I 

io have that it disclosed and what I think is more useful, what then AEC disclosed.) 
There is nothing in the world to keep you from using footage of Guinn before 

ili3Ga or your own cameras and there is nothing to keep ypu from converting Nova and 

th! public stations that air it into propagandists for errant government. lend, of 

course, there is nothing that can compel you to at least try to be responsible and 

honest with your stations and audience or to ask questions about whether your intedaity 
is involved in what you appear to have decided upon, some hell or high water. And this 
is merely one snail aspect. 

I've heard also that Bob is real hot on Dave Lifton's second-casket theory. It 

can be made attractive and Lifton did that but it remains entirely untenable. It also 
vas a complete physical impossibility for an ambulance or anyone of anything else to 
use the Navy Hospital back gate. And this is far from all of what invalidates his theory. 

There was never any question about the so-cal-ed second helicopter: it held the Fort 
ayer honor guard and took tt to Bethesda. Ac Liftonlawa. Just a few of that many 

disproofn and an example of how attractive mieintormation can be. is your own can be. 
If that is what you want to air, what you think WGBH and the stations and their audiences 
want and expect of you. 

14iis is en enormous and very complicated matter, made more complicated by omni-

present and determined official dishoneatand this has been made even more intricate 

uy much irresponsible and ego-tripein writing. There hasn't been much enterprise by 

TV and as Lob ought reaember, TV also suppiesed what did not supi)og the official myth- 

IIow.ver, you are going to be in competition with a number af mostly unworthy 
epenials. There are two exce.Jtions, two that I believvvill be good. and if you want to 

Amo4 whether there is now scientific evidence that is well-suited to TV, ask Nigel 
Turner of .aritihs ITV. I have no address for him. I've jlien it to him with a related 



and exclusive witness with all the required credentials. 

I have no idea why•Ook has this_attitude. To the best of my recolectiOn, we met 

wily e couple of times. I rememb r driving him and a New York Tinos reporter to their ' 

offices from the Archives one night and I remember that he came to see me when we 

lived at ayattstown and 11(1 was working on a CBS special. If he was then still at CBS 

he may romember also that I re:used to be on their King assassination special even 

though I'd spent a considerable amount of unpaid time helping a number of them. They 

presented no with a conflict of interests and I don't care about personal attention. 

I can imagine, of course, that he believes what others may have told him. That also 

is his affair and not mine. 

.32te not been able to drive out of Prederiek for more than a decade and because 

we live on Social Security I don't often make toll calls. So, if I think that what you 

air is irresponsible or dishonest I won't be taking any initiaves. Holyer, there is 

going to be a flo,d of comercialization of this great tragedy. It is not unliklay 

that reporters will be phoning no as the anniversary comes closer and mord gets out 

of what is being prepared. Perhaps this is more likely when the, see the shows before 

airing. If the past is a reliable guide, the more any show questions the official 

story the more ctrtical interszt there is. Mere Ilay be none at all and I've not made 

any cfl'ort to stimulate arty interest. Some of w::at is in the works is so nutty that 

the,.,' may trigger soy e interest. A British gang of rock promoters claims to have a tape 

of the six shots fired and other things no lay:: outrageously impossible and one in 

this country is gang ho! for the CIA kickback theory. 

yor whatever my opinion is worth, I don't think any of you know enough, if you 

want decent, honorable, responsible journalism, to do the show I understand yau are 

workinE on and I haven't heard a word about your testing of any of your sources to 

try and determine whether they are dependable or can be faulted. When I have more than 

a quarto-Ail a million :dazes I tot under FOIa and everybody has unsupervised access to 

it and you don t wars access to any of it, together with what I've only indicated above, 

1 thibk that you may well evolve an attractive show that in time you will not be 

proud of. And if that is whqt you want to do, given the reputation you and Nova have 

earned, on a subact so ihportant to the Country and our system, there is nothing at 

all to step you. It MaY be that all I'll do is annotate it for history and the annotation 
a 

mil bo avai;ble for scholars of the future in the public archive all of my records will 

be Qin I die.' ey will be ah archive at local POod College. 

0. . TALL {,4,-L Au",  col24 
Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 

' 


